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Abstract: Basically, the design of the gas extraction supplementary string is specific to wells in which the
pressure column of the fluid produced is close to or higher than the reservoir pressure. If the reservoir
pressure cannot overcome the column of fluid produced or this pressure difference leads to production with
low flow, the brain tube must be used. In this way, by pumping gas through this string and lightening the
column and producing from the circular space, they solve the problem. In this way, after pumping, the gas
comes out of the side of the suction valve and lightens the fluid column. It is obvious that the use of several
lateral positions of the overflow valve in the field of overflow with gas has made it possible to inject gas from
several points. In the continuous flow of ascent with base gas and the general rule, the energy resulting from
the expansion of gas is from a high pressure to a low pressure that can be used to develop and increase the
flow of fluid in the well. The use of this energy is generally continuous, which is in the form of continuous
injection of gas into the fluid inside the well.
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Introduction

implementation of this plan. In 1914, Davis and

In 1797, a German mining engineer named Karl

Render [1] performed valuable work on a gas-scale

Emmanuel Luscher used air to raise mineral liquids in

ultrasonic system at the University of Riccaline in the

his first research. This research became the basis for

United States on the effect of the coefficient of

introducing the gas descent system. Of course, he had

friction and the amount of gas injected. They used a

performed several experiments prior the practical

vertical tube with a diameter of 1.25 inches and
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different lengths between 15-45 feet. In this

injection does not reduce the viscosity. In the 1960s,

experiment, increasing the amount of air injected

BROWN et al. [16]. obtained the best injection point

(starting from zero) increased the water outflow to a

by having the characteristics of the studied well and

certain extent. Any additional increase of air from a

using the drawing coefficient by drawing method. Of

certain limit reduced the amount of water extraction

course, this method has limitations, the most

[2-5].

important limitation of which is that it does not

Today, this issue has given a positive answer on the

respond to different modes. This method is limited to

scale of oil wells. Obviously, for a certain amount of

graphs that are prepared experimentally and used to

injection, a certain operation from the injection site

optimize them. In 1982, Degg et al. [17] used external

must be used. In 1932-1939, Amarada Oil Company

drawing method and experimental diagrams, which

changed the diameter of the vertical pipe to increase

were prepared in this regard to predict the pressure

production from oil wells instead of using a gas

drop in horizontal and vertical paths, prepared the

extraction system, so that increasing the percentage of

performance diagram of the gas descent system and

saline water would not cause the liquid to fall back

showed that economically Only one point of the oil

and become heavy, resulting in the death of the well.

production curve is cost-effective in terms of gas

They reduced the diameter from 5 inches to 2.5

injection. In 1996, at the Boeirago Rodriguez Gas

inches, then to 2 inches and 1.5, and finally to 0.75

Industry Congress, one of the problems in optimizing

inches. They found that there is a diameter where all

the gas extraction system by drawing was the

the oil and gas produced is enough to create the

inefficiency of this method for wells that did not

required minimum speed [6-9].

respond quickly to gas injections. Osman Salameh

If the diameter is less than this certain diameter, the

[18] optimized the gas extraction system in the

velocity increases and as a result, the friction quickly

Ramadan oil reservoir located in the Suez oil field in

shows its effect and reduces the flow. So, there is an

Saudi Arabia and succeeded in increasing the

optimal diameter. The results of this experiment

production of more than 2,000 barrels per day to

changed the amount of gas injected to optimize

17,000 barrels per day [19].

compared to optimizing the gas extraction system.

Using the Gas Lift System is one of the ways to

In 1940, Uren et al. [10] investigated the flow of a

increase oil production from oil fields. In Iran, in the

mixture of oil and air in a 42-foot vertical pipe. Oren

Aghajari oil field located in the oil-rich areas of the

is one of the people who worked hard to determine the

south, as well as in the production of offshore areas in

viscosity of the oil-air mixture [11-15].

some oil rigs, a gas-surge system is used to produce

He ignored the velocity difference of the two phases

oil from the mentioned fields. For example, in 1970,

and obtained the coefficient of friction from the

MC CORD Oil Company first studied the long-term

pressure drop, and by determining the Reynolds

development plan of the Aghajari oil field, and its

number he was finally able to determine the viscosity

study showed that the most appropriate method of

according to the mixture. He also found that the

planned oil production from the Aghajari oil field is to

viscosity of the mixture in the high gas-to-oil ratio did

stabilize the reservoir pressure. In 1971 and 1972,

not change significantly. Therefore, excessive gas

practical tests were performed on wells 84 and 93 in
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Aghajari, which demonstrated an acceptable increase

• Low energy efficiency

in production. The above example is a clear example

The need to develop a gas pipeline to the location of

of the positive effect of gas extraction system in

wells in the gas overflow system is very important.

increasing oil production from oil fields [20-22].

The types of flow regimes include bubble, floc,

In this method, high-pressure gas is injected from the

spherical and annular flow. According to the types of

dalyse path in the well column and enters the brain

flow regimes, considering the amount of pressure drop

tube from the place of the first ascending valves and

along the well path, the best flow regime is the bubble

lightens the fluid column. As soon as the hydrostatic

flow regime, which has the lowest amount of pressure

pressure of the fluid column at the bottom of the well

drop compared to other flow regimes [23-26].

is less than the pressure of the reservoir, oil flows
from the reservoir to the well and is mixed with the
injected gas and reaches the surface.

Advantages of gas overflow method are as follows:
• Efficiency for a wide range of installation depths and

Figure 1. Types of flow regimes

production flow
• Simplicity of well completion

In the bubble flow pattern, the tube is often

• Compatibility with sand production

completely filled with liquid and the gas phase is

• Ability to repair and replace or change the depth of

freely marked as small bubbles. The bubbles move at

gas overflows valves

different velocities and this, except for their density,

• The most economical method of overflow in case of

has little effect on the pressure rotators and the tube

access to high pressure gas

wall will always be in contact with the liquid phase. In

• Longer life of equipment than other methods

the SLUG flow pattern, the gas phase is further

• Lower flow costs than other methods

specified, although the liquid phase is still continuous.

• Ability to access the well column during production

The speed of the gas bubbles is faster than the speed

• Can be used in diversion wells

of the liquid, and the thin layer of liquid around the
bubbles may move downward at low speeds.

Limitations of gas extraction method are as follows
• The need for a suitable gas source
• Uneconomical for small number of wells due to high
compressor cost
• Requires a lot of space for ground level equipment
• Possibility of hydrate formation
• The need for wells to be close to each other
• Restrictions on oil containing asphalting compounds

Both gas and liquid will have a significant effect on
the pressure gradient. In annular flow, the gas phase is
continuous and a volume of liquid drips inside. In this
case, the tube wall is covered by a thin layer of liquid,
but the gas phase is decisive in relation to the pressure
gradient. In the continuous flow of ascent with base
gas and the general rule, the energy resulting from the
expansion of gas is from a high pressure to a low
pressure that can be used to develop and increase the
68
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flow of fluid in the well [27-30]. The use of this

in Table 3-1. These coefficients are 10% accurate.

energy is generally continuous, which is in the form of

Values for hydrates vary from values close to 1/k-6

continuous injection of gas into the fluid inside the

01*01for tetrahydrofuran to 1/k 01×01 -6 for ethylene

well. In this process, a useful work that can be said to

oxide, which is greater than ice values. The difference

be done is to increase the volume of fluid in the well.

in properties is more noticeable at lower temperatures.

In Iranian wells, because the gas is sour (it contains a
large amount of H2S), the gas is injected through the
brain tube for extraction operations. The gas begins to
bubble and rise in the form of a bubble in the fluid,
which is caused by a difference in density between the

Bryan

first

measured

the

thermal

conductivity of propane in 1979, which, when
compared to the thermal conductivity of ice, is about 5
times lower than the thermal conductivity of ice. The
thermal conductivity of ice at k263 is about 2.23

w

1- Structural difference between ice and hydrate

Determinants of shape and ratio of gaseous

Thermal conductivity of hydrates
and

hydrate and ice

2- Interaction between guest molecule and water

two fluids [31-35].

Stoll

Reasons for difference in heat expansion between

hydrates
Most gaseous hydrates are very difficult to form,
meaning they require a significant amount of cooling.
When a crystal is formed, positive and negative
temperature changes along the equilibrium curve
cause the crystals to decompose or re-form. When the

mk while the thermal conductivity of solid
w

hydrates at the same temperature is about 0.5

may decompose while the crystal does not change in

mk .

If the thermal conductivity of solid hydrates at the

w
same temperature is about 0.5

mk . The thermal

conductivity of solid hydrates is more similar to the

w
thermal

conductivity

of

water

(0.605

pressure is removed from the hydrate, the hydrates

mk ).

Regarding the thermal conductivity of hydrates, a
1981 study by Ross et al. [35] revealed that the
thermal conductivity of tetrahydrofuran depends on
temperature but is not a function of pressure [36-39].

appearance. This decomposition is accompanied by
sound, which indicates that the crystals are breaking.
Hydrate crystals look like ice. The main hydrate
framework is water molecules, and the inert and
hydrocarbon molecules occupy the empty spaces of
the network without establishing any strong chemical
bonds with the water. Substances such as hydrochloric
acid, which are highly soluble in water, do not form
any hydrates [40].
Use of gas hydrates in gas and oil separation
Each operating plant has several sets and each set has

Thermal Expansion of Hydrates and Ice

dL

several separators. The purpose of the separation

dT )) are

operation is to separate gas or water from oil by

obtained for the structure of hydrate and ice. As seen

reducing the pressure and to create facilities that can

Linear thermal expansion coefficients ((

be produced by considering the transfer conditions
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and economic factors. The desired products increased.

are provided so that, if necessary, each of them can be

The separation set is divided into two categories in

taken out of service [50-52].

terms of the work they do: experimental separation set

In a four-state separation station, the separation stages

and exploitation separation set. In places where the

are connected in series, the oil enters the first

flow pressure is relatively high, the separation of gas

separation stage, the pressure drop in this stage causes

from oil in stages Multiple takes place. Today, the

some oil-soluble gas to separate and the oil enters the

separation of gas and oil is usually done in four

stage through the outlet pipe. The gas obtained from

stages, the fourth stage of which is the test tank or the

this stage enters the gas connection pipe with high

exploitation tank. Other devices are located next to the

pressure after the separator. Part of this gas is used for

separators. Sometimes the first phase of separation is

operating turbines and other internal uses after passing

built near the well, in which case there will be three

through the oil trap [53].

stages of separation at the separation site [41-45].

The other part, if necessary, will enter the gas

A disinfectant called a stripper is used as the third or

collection pipe, which delivers the gas to the gas and

fourth step to purify oil from hydrogen sulfide by

liquefied gas factories. Another part of the gas, if

reducing the amount of hydrogen sulfide in it to a

necessary, after delivery to the National Gas

certain level. In some factories, due to the lack of oil

Company, will be used for domestic and industrial

pressure in the wells (when the amount of dissolved

purposes. Gas is injected into oil tanks by gas

gas in the oil is low), the separation operation is

injection wells (to maintain pressure or increase the

performed in less stages. Sometimes in a separation

pressure of the tank) or is burned in the fuel pit. Oil

station, the third separation stage consists of two

enters the second stage from the first stage, after

separators that each view is the same and is used in

separation, the gas is separated through the outlet pipe

parallel. By placing these separators in such a way and

enters the gas connection pipe with medium pressure.

by placing them in a high place, the inlet pressure of

In some areas, part of this gas is delivered to the gas

the pumps can be provided without using a tank [46].

and liquefied gas plant and the surplus is burned in a

These separators are called balance vessels. In some

place far from the plant. The oil is directed to the third

separation stations, a plan has been implemented

stage through the outlet pipe. And then is routed

according to which by opening and closing the first

through the oil outlet pipe to the fourth stage or

stage of separation, they have doubled the separation

reservoir. The gas from this stage enters the low-

capacity [47-49].

pressure connection pipe through the separator outlet

They have done this in order. The two separators of

pipe. Some of the gas in it and reaching a pressure

the first stage are located in parallel and the inlet oil of

slightly higher than atmospheric pressure is ready to

each enters the first stage through a separate pipe

be transferred and pumped. The gas obtained from

which is the sequence of the common connection

this stage goes out of the unit through a pipe and

pipe. The output oil from both separators of the first

burns [54].

stage after laying from the second and third stages, it

In

enters the operation or test tank. In the input and

experimental and exploitation separation sets, the

output part of the separation stage separators, facilities

connection pipes between the oil outlet pipes of the

the

exploitation

units,

which

consist

of
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third stage of the separation set are used to transfer the

Two of the mentioned factors can be adjusted and

oil of each of the separation sets mentioned to the test

controlled by considering the gas to oil ratio (GOR)

tank or each of the exploitation tanks is possible. Each

and flow pressure, which are: maintaining the height

experimental separation set in each separation stage,

of the liquid surface and adjusting and controlling the

in addition to the oil and gas outlet pipe, has a sub-

pressure [60]. If the outlet pipe of this container is

pipe to test, to measure the efficiency of each well.

closed by a valve and enter the liquid through the inlet

Each of the separators is a valve or safety valve to

pipe, the liquid level in the container will rise to the

release the excess internal pressure. The extra pressure

point that the container is full of liquid [61-63].

removed from all stages of the separator enters the

Now, if we open the outlet valve and close the inlet

communication pipe called the main pressure release

valve, the liquid level in the container will be low

pipe and from there to the pit. Fuel is sent. In the

enough to empty the container. As the amount of inlet

system design, in order to perform the separation

and outlet fluid is equal, the liquid level in the

operation, the amount of output of the well product

container will remain constant unless the amount of

from the tank, specific gravity and conditions inside

inlet or outlet fluid is changed. Therefore, the liquid

the source such as pressure, heat and amount of water

level in the container can be changed and adjusted by

in the oil and pipe working pressure must be

increasing or decreasing the inlet and outlet oil.

considered [55].

Another factor that is effective in controlling or
changing the liquid level in the container is the force
that if it enters the liquid surface will increase the

Factors affecting segregation
Factors that affect segregation include:
A) Separator capacity
B) The size of oil and gas inlet and outlet valves and
pipes
C) The practical pressure of separation
D) The height of the liquid surface
E) Ambient temperature
F) Separator size
The geometric shape of the devices used inside the
separator can also be effective in how the separation
operation works and change its capacity to some
extent. It should be noted that in the operation of
separators that are made based on a specific capacity
of oil with specific characteristics, how to separate
and their utilization, factors such as practical pressure,
liquid level and ambient temperature. They can be
effective [56-59].

speed and molecular motion in the liquid tube. In
addition to maintaining the liquid level, pressure can
affect the quality and the resulting gas is effective.
Lighter gases are usually separated at higher pressures
and heavier gases at lower pressures [64].
Changes in ambient temperature and its effect on
separation action
If the temperature rises in a closed container
containing gas, the speed of the molecules, the
molecular distance and the molecular volume increase
and cause more pressure. In liquids, the molecules are
in contact with each other by intermolecular
gravitational forces and at the same time. Now they
are constantly moving and rolling on top of each
other. This constant movement causes a number of
liquid surface molecules that are free on one side to
leave the environment and leave the container. Now if
parts of a closed container fill with liquid [65-69].
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If the temperature rises, the molecules move faster

outlet pipe. The amount of oil entering the distillation

and more molecules leave the surface of the liquid.

machine must be reduced [71].

These molecules cause the gas phase. They create
more pressure when they hit the wall of the container.
Therefore, if the volume is constant, the liquid vapor
pressure is higher at higher temperatures and lower at
lower temperatures. The molecules in the gas phase
always try to enter the liquid environment. The
biggest factor that can be effective in doing this is a
sudden drop in temperature. If this happens, the
volume of gas will decrease and the volume of liquid
will increase [70].
In a stage of separation of oil from gas where the
volume of the separator is constant and its pressure
and liquid level are set at a certain level, a sudden
decrease in ambient temperature reduces the amount
of gas and increases the volume of liquid, thus
reducing the pressure of the device. To maintain the
pressure, the amount of exhaust gas must be reduced,
and as the volume of the liquid increases, the liquid
level will rise. Therefore, to return the liquid level to
its original state, we must increase the amount of
liquid. In the case of increasing ambient temperature,
the opposite the same is true. If a separator separating
gas and oil is set to the maximum and the ambient
temperature suddenly drops, some of the gas
molecules in the tube that directs the oil from the well
to the separating vessel.
Slowly, it turns into a liquid and as a result, the
volume of liquid entering the separation device
increases and due to the decrease of gas molecules,
the pressure also decreases and the liquid level in the
device increases. On the other hand, because the oil
outlet pipe and valve cannot pass the liquid too much,
the oil level rises to such an extent that in this case the
separation operation is not done well and at the same
time some oil droplets with gas come out of the gas

Reason for separation device
For various reasons, the existence of a separation
device at the wellhead (wellhead separator) or
operation unit is necessary. These reasons are:
A) Most wells are very far from the place of loading
or refining, which sometimes reaches hundreds of
kilometers. Oil transfer at such a distance (due to
reduced flow pressure along the route) causes either
less oil to reach the destination or the product of the
well does not flow at all [72].
B) If oil containing gas is stored in the tank with high
pressure before loading, it will cause many dangers.
C) The yield of each well must be measured before
joining the pipes of other wells.
D) It is necessary to sell oil and gas separately and in
different places used by Dadia.
It is necessary to have an exploitation unit to collect
oil from a number of wells and perform separation
operations. The location of the separation plant is
chosen so that the well oil travels the minimum
possible distance to reach and enter it, thus resisting
the flow is reduced, the pressure drop is minimized
and the well is used as much as possible. Oil pressure
should reach atmospheric pressures. Because the main
purpose of exploiting this type of wells is crude oil, it
is necessary to separate the impurities, ie gas and
water along with oil, by means of a separator.
Usually in separation devices, the gas is easily
separated from the oil, but the water will still flow
with the oil. To separate the water from the oil, a
special unit called desalination is used. In practice, the
separators are almost the same. They are different, but
they are different in terms of construction. In this type
72
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of separator, gas is separated from liquids and water

Note 3: Paraffin deposits block the foaming sheets.

from oil. The action of separating water from an oil-

Placing holes and valves in the separators for injecting

water emulsion is a function of time, so that after

solvent chemicals and injecting water vapor is

about 3 to 20 minutes, the maximum amount of water

essential for the problem.

is separated from oil. In the figure on the next page,

In terms of performance, the separators can be divided

the operation of the three-phase vertical separators

as follows:

(oil, gas and water) can be seen. Since the water

Conventional separators are generally used to

separated due to the difference in density is called free

completely separate the gas and oil mixture into two

water, the three-phase separators are called Free

separate materials (pure gas and pure oil).

Water. Also called Knock Outs. In the following

2- Smoke extractor or purifier: It is a separating

figures, two types of vertical and horizontal separators

container that is used to separate oil from gas in cases

can be seen. In these separators, like horizontal three-

where the ratio of separated gas to oil (GOR) is high.

phase separators, the oil-water emulsion is placed

3- Liquid container Containers of these containers,

under the oil phase for faster separation of water and

which are considered separators, are divided into two

oil. As the oil-water emulsion is placed under the oil

categories:

phase to achieve faster separation of water and oil.

A) Water-gas separators: separates water from a

Height adjustment is done by oil and measuring the

mixture of gas and liquid hydrocarbons. Gas

contact surface of water and oil. This method of

and liquid hydrocarbons come out of the

height adjustment is used when the well is associated

container on one side and water on the other

with the production of sand and solids.

side. It can be used more or less and it is also

The height of the oil level and the water level are

used to separate water from crude oil.

adjusted by the dossier (obstacle) and there is no need

B) Separators of all liquids from gas: are placed

to adjust the height of the water-oil contact surface,

in the path of high-pressure gas and as much

although the advantage of the water-oil contact

as possible separate all the liquid with it.

surface height regulator is that compared to the

Expansion vessel: The gas expands inside this vessel

variable conditions created, It reacts quickly. In any

and separates in a space with low temperature. This

case, for heavy oils and dealing with emulsions and

container is usually placed in the next stage after the

paraffins, it is difficult to determine the level of

separator and is used to separate the liquid

contact between water and oil [73].

hydrocarbons that come out of the separator with gas

Note 1: When designing a three-phase separator, it is

and is used in a separator in which no heat is used.

assumed that 50% of the volume of the fluid

River and the second stage separator in which no heat

separation separator is occupied.

is used, and in the second stage is the separation of

Note 2: Emulsions have a negative effect on the

liquid from gas. Expansion vessel works under low

regulation of fluid levels and cause the standstill time

pressure and is usually designed for use at pressures

for oil and water to be longer. Using brittle emulsion

less than 125 pounds per square inch. And not much

chemicals and placing hot tubes in the liquid phase is

different from low pressure separators [74].

helpful in solving the problem.
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Filter: In conventional separators, the liquids formed

Horizontal single tank separator: In this separator,

in the gas flow due to temperature change, while

the dissociation factor is the slowing down of the

settling, deposit some solids in the gas with them at

motion as well as the force of gravity. The unrefined

the bottom of the separating vessel and take them out

liquid and gas lose their velocity when they move

of the separator with them. However, some of these

from a place with a smaller diameter to a place with a

solids in the gas have filters that need to be replaced

larger diameter and capacity. The force of gravity

for some time. These filters may be dry or floating in

flows downwards and the gas moves upwards due to

the oil, and each is used in proportion to its

being lighter and exits the gas outlet pipe.

performance. Given the above, here is a typical

Horizontal separator of two tanks: This separator

example of separators, which is the Separator [75].

consists of two containers that are stacked on top of
each other. The separation operation is performed in
the upper container and according to the mentioned

Separator in terms of building
Regardless of the mode of operation, there are also
differences in the dividers in terms of construction,
which can be generally classified in terms of the shape
of the building as follows:
1- Horizontal separators
Horizontal separators are two examples:
A) Single or one floor
B) Two tanks or two floors
2) Vertical separators
3) Spherical separators
This model is the most common type of technician
and is used when a large amount of gas is dissolved in
the liquid. In this type of separator, there is a higher

principles for separating a tank, and the liquid enters
the lower container through the two bottoms, which is
a reserve. The separated gas moves to the top of the
upper container and exits the gas outlet pipe. Due to
the rapid deposition of the liquid phase in the
horizontal separator of the two tanks (due to a sudden
change in the size of the movement), liquid droplets
from above (pipe Gas outlet) does not come out with
the exhaust gas. This is one of the advantages of this
separator over conventional separators. One of its
disadvantages is the high cost of producing this type
of separator compared to the conventional separators.
These days, this type of horizontal separator is rarely
utilized in oil industry exploitation units [76].

contact surface between the gas and the liquid inside
the separator, which means Gas and oil are separable
on a larger scale. Therefore, they are easier to

Advantages of horizontal separators

separate. In addition to the above, it is also more

A) It is more economical to use.

suitable for large capacities than other types. It is also

B) It is easier to transport.

used in the separation of three-phase fluids. The oil

C) For a similar size, the horizontal sample has more

that produces foam is more easily separated from the

space

gas inside this model. Of course, a liquid such as

sedimentation and gas separation deposits.

silicon can be pumped into the separator to calm the

D) If it is necessary to heat the oil inside the separator

foam and work more easily.

by electric wire, this model is superior to other

than

other

models

for

liquid

phase

models.
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E) The oil that produces foam is easier to separate

D) In terms of production of drilling sand or mud with

from the gas.

oil, it is better than the horizontal type.

F) In cases where we face emulsion problems, it is

E) It takes up less space than the horizontal type.

better to use this model [77-79].
Disadvantages of Vertical Separators
Disadvantages of horizontal separators

A) It is difficult to transport.

A) Its capacity varies in terms of fluid level

B) It is very expensive.

fluctuation compared to other models and is not very

C) Compared with the horizontal model, for a

suitable.

constant amount of gas, its diameter must be very

B) Compared to other models, it is very difficult to

large [81-83].

control the contact surface of gas and oil.
Spherical Separators
Vertical separators

The principles of fluid separation in this type of

In these separators, the separation operation is

separators are the same as horizontal and vertical

influenced by two factors:

separators. Currently, this type is less used. Especially

A) Gravity

when oil produces foam, its use is minimized. In the

B) Centrifugal force

past, it was used more because it was cheaper. This

Rotational motion is created by the angle between the

type of separator has disadvantages that have almost

inlet pipe and the tank wall at the inlet. The

stopped its use [84].

centrifugal force throws the undivided liquid towards
the inner wall of the separator. The gas that separates,
due to its lightness, towards the liquid moves upwards
and after contact with the inner wall of the separator,
it flows downwards due to the force of gravity. These
separators are used especially when the ratio of gas to
oil is low. Compared with the horizontal sample, the
contact surface of the gas and oil in them is low [80].

Advantages of spherical separator
A) In this model, more gas is released.
B) It is easy to clean.
C) Easily used as a mobile separator.
D) Occupies little space.
E) Its resistance to pressure is high.
F) This model is used for high gas to oil ratio (GOR).
G) Separates two micrometers of liquid hiccups
completely.

Advantages of Vertical Separators

Disadvantages of spherical separators

A) It is easier to design and use in case of liquid level

A) Its production cost is high.

fluctuation.

B) It has a very low efficiency in the case of oil that

B) Liquid level control (liquid height) is easy.

produces foam.

C) It is easier to clean when depositing solids of

C) Liquid level control is limited.

horizontal type.

D) Not suitable for a large amount of capacity.
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According to the type and specifications of Iranian oil,

4- Have precision tools to control pressure and flow

horizontal separators are used in the exploitation units.

and places to install them.
5- Have places to install safety valves in order to
remove excess pressure.

Containers for separation of operating units
The most important factors involved in the separator
are including, the gender and all the characteristics
related to the oil and its flow, pressure and operating
temperature, as well as the time given for separation.

6- Have places for connecting gas and oil inlet and
outlet pipes as well as bottoms.
7- It has a place in the form of a valve for cleaning.
8- Have places for installing pressure gauges,
thermometers and liquid level sighting devices.

To perform the separation operation in the existing
exploitation units In Iran, two types of separators with
different sizes and specifications are used called

Conclusion

AIOC and NATCO, designed by the Anglo Iranian Co

Each cell unit of the structure of 1 gas hydrate

and National [85].

contains 46 molecules of water, which consists of two

AIOC separators are of the old type and are installed

small empty spaces and 6 large spaces. Structures of

diagonally (at an angle of less than 90° to the

the gas hydrates can only accommodate small gas

horizon). These types of separators are known as

molecules, such as methane and ethane, with a

oblique separators. With diameters of 3 to 8 feet and

molecular diameter of less than 2.5 angstroms. The

lengths of 60 to 180 feet are designed and built.

cellular structure of the structure of 2 gas hydrates

Another type, which is horizontal and is commonly

consists of 16 small smokers and 8 large double-

known as its manufacturer (NATCO), is designed and

hexadecimal hexachord voids formed by 136 water

built with a diameter of 6 to 10 and a length of 25 to

molecules. Structure 2 Gas hydrates may contain

40 feet [86].

gases with molecular dimensions in the range of 5.9 to
6.9 angstroms such as propane and iso-butane. Under
the

Characteristics of Separators
Each

separator

must

have

standard

temperature

and

pressure

(STP)

conditions, a volume of methane saturated hydrate has
the

following

characteristics:
1. Can withstand experimental pressure.
2. The mechanical devices inside it should be installed
in such a way that heavy liquids can settle by creating
the necessary pressure in the lower part of the
separator.
3. The separator should have a place for the
accumulation of heavier compounds and its size
should be such that there is the necessary time to stop

More than 164 volumes of methane gas. Due to this
huge gas storage capacity, these hydrates are
important sources of natural gas. At the macroscopic
level, many of the mechanical properties of gas
hydrates are liked to ice, as hydrates contain at least
85% water on a molecular basis. Most interesting is
the properties of the gas hydrate equilibrium phase,
which is predominantly controlled by the proportion
of the guest gas molecules inside the water hydrate
cages.

the liquids and separate the gases containing them.
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titanium oxide magnetic nanoparticle for the
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